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Abstract

23

Electron backscatter diffraction data (EBSD) yield plentiful information on microstructure and

24

texture of natural as well as experimentally produced mineral and rock samples. For

25

instance, the characterization of microstructures and textures by EBSD allows for the

26

evaluation of phase equilibria. Furthermore, determination of the preferred orientations of

27

crystals using EBSD yields constraints on deformation mechanisms and history of the

28

minerals/rocks. The latter affects bulk rock properties such electrical conductivity and

29

seismic anisotropy. EBSD is also applied to advance our understanding of various phenomena

30

such as seismic wave attenuation in the Earth deep interior that might be caused by the

31

presence of interfacial small degrees of melt fractions, or free fluid phases.

32

In standard EBSD software solutions, the original EBSD patterns are rarely saved and indexing

33

routines result in many artifacts, such as pseudo-symmetry or unindexed pixels at interfaces

34

that may be misinterpreted as amorphous material, such as a melt.

35

Here we report the first application of an extension of the dictionary indexing (DI) approach

36

proposed by Chen et al. (2015), an alternative indexing routine, to multiphase geologic

37

materials. The DI method is independent of the EBSD system, and thus of the used

38

detector/software. The DI routine generates simulated EBSD patterns for all possible crystal

39

orientations, taking the sample composition and experimental setups into account. The

40

resulting pattern database is called a dictionary. The experimental Electron Backscattering

41

Pattern (EBSP) images are indexed by comparing them to the dictionary using a dot-product

42

algorithm. We evaluate the new DI method in comparison to standard routines and highlight

43

advantages and disadvantages.
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44

To test and compare the DI’s reliability and performance, we apply the routine to two

45

scientifically challenging samples: (1) A nominally anhydrous (‘dry’) residual eclogite

46

composed of garnet (cubic), clinopyroxene (monoclinic) and an amorphous melt, where the

47

different degrees of hardness of the phases cause surface topology; and (2) a pure forsterite

48

(olivine) polycrystalline sample produced by vacuum sintering (Koizumi et al. 2010). The

49

acquired EBSD patterns are of low quality for the latter as a result of fast data acquisition to

50

reduce the on-line machine time.

51

We conclude that the new DI method is highly precise and surpasses the performance of

52

previously available methods while being computer time and -memory consuming. We find

53

that the DI method is free of pseudo-symmetry-related problems. Interpolation of data

54

becomes obsolete and high reproducibility is obtained, which minimizes the user impact on

55

the final dataset. The latter is often caused by applying several cleaning steps on EBSD maps

56

with low indexing fraction. Finally, much higher scientific integrity is ensured by the image

57

collections as described above, which requires that all patterns are saved. This in turn allows

58

later re-analyses if required. The DI routine will help to achieve more reliable information on

59

interface properties of geological samples, including amorphous materials, and to improve

60

the accuracy of large-scale Earth mantle process models.

61
62

Keywords

63

EBSD - electron backscatter diffraction, DI - dictionary indexing, EBSD simulation, melt

64

distribution, wetting angles, GBCD - grain boundary character distribution, grain boundary,

65

dunite, olivine, eclogite, Earth’s mantle processes
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66

Introduction

67

Electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD) is a key technique to characterize polycrystalline

68

samples especially when focusing on crystal fabrics (e.g. crystal preferred orientation, CPO;

69

shape preferred orientation, SPO), defect structures such as interfaces, phase-, grain-, and

70

twin boundaries, as well as the distribution of impurities or melt on interfaces (e.g. Faul and

71

Scott 2006; Le Roux et al. 2008; Manthilake et al. 2013; Soustelle et al. 2014).

72

Manual EBSD techniques have been developed in 1970’s, where electron backscatter pattern

73

(EBSP) were collected on electron-sensitive photographic plates (Venables and Harland

74

1973). Interactive indexing was developed by David Dingley in the late 1980’s (e.g. Dingley

75

and Baba-Kishi 1986). Automated EBSD was considerably advanced in the early ’90s by Brent

76

Adams and Stuart Wright (Adams et al. 1993) but the first Kikuchi images date back to

77

Kikuchi (Kikuchi 1928). Quantitative texture analysis is routinely performed with millimeter to

78

tens of nanometer spatial resolution. Collected orientation data are used to obtain grain size

79

distributions (Adams et al. 1993), phase fractions, dislocation densities and surface

80

information (Wright and Nowell 2006). Furthermore, the application of EBSD allows for the

81

investigation of deformation mechanisms (e.g. Wheeler et al. 2001; Michibayashi and

82

Mainprice 2004; Warren and Hirth 2006; Prior et al. 2011; Michibayashi et al. 2016) and the

83

identification of new phases (Bandli and Gunter 2012). EBSD has developed into a standard

84

tool for the characterization of fabrics in rocks and materials (e.g. Prior et al. 1999; Schwartz,

85

A.J., Kumar, M., Adams, B.L., Field 2009; Morales et al. 2011). Its application also allows for

86

the derivation of the orientation distribution function (Bunge and Esling 1982), for which

87

10,000 grains already provide statistically robust information (Maitland and Sitzman 2007;

4
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88

Wright et al. 2007), while others trust calculate fabric strength from a total number of

89

crystals of only 100 to 150 (e.g. Ismaïl and Mainprice 1998). Many of these types of

90

information can be retrieved from EBSD orientation data using freely available softwares,

91

such as MTEX (Bachmann et al. 2010). MTEX permits highly flexible data processing, scripting

92

for batch processing of large data sets and precisely reproducible data treatment. Likewise,

93

more sophisticated information, such as internal grain deformation and strain measurements

94

using high (angular) resolution EBSD (HR EBSD) (Crawford and Was 1991; Wilkinson et al.

95

2006; Ram et al. 2016) can be gained. Calculating the geometrically necessary dislocation

96

density has had great impact on deformation quantification in recent years (Cordier et al.

97

2014). Moreover, grain boundaries are considered a neglected key for deformation in

98

general (Lloyd et al. 1997; Sun et al. 2016). More recently, EBSD has evolved into a robust

99

method that allows for the study of the characteristics of interfaces by enabling the

100

acquisition of maps with high spatial resolution over large areas, including grain boundaries

101

(Saylor et al. 2004b; Dillon and Rohrer 2009; Rohrer 2011; Kelly et al. 2016). Such methodical

102

advances overcome the lack of statistical accuracy (Lloyed et al., 1997).

103

AltHough-EBSD hardware has evolved quickly, software solutions have remained Hough-

104

transform based (i.e. a routine that allows to identify Kikuchi bands from electron

105

backscatter pattern by orientation and intensity), and have not advanced to meet the

106

requirements for the study of interface properties. In standard software solutions, collected

107

Electron Backscattering Patterns (EBSP) are directly processed and typically only the

108

extracted orientation data are permanently saved, while the original data (the EBSPs) are

109

discarded. We like the reader to note that both Oxford and EDAX systems allow for saving
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110

the EBSPs for example in multiple image formats (jpg, bmp, tiff, etc.). Recently, binary

111

compressed formats (pat and hdf5) have become available. This allows for re-processing of

112

the data using commercial software packages (Wright et al. 2015), but also facilitates a more

113

extensive use of the dictionary indexing (DI) routines (Chen et al. 2015). EBSD users should

114

benefit from these developments, because if the indexing procedure is later found to be

115

wrong or of poor quality, the data can be re-interpreted in contrast to former times (Pinard

116

et al. 2011).

117

A pixel is also discarded if no indexing solution for the pattern is found by the standard

118

software, even if Kikuchi bands were present in the EBSP. Generally, data processing is still

119

far from optimal, which limits the power of EBSD (Tao and Eades 2005). Furthermore,

120

indexing results and quality vary strongly with the operator’s experience, sample surface

121

preparation as well as software settings that are often difficult to access within the various

122

software packages available. For example, the settings of the Hough-transform will strongly

123

influence which bands can be detected in an experimental Kikuchi pattern; these settings

124

include Hough-space resolution, Butterfly-masks, size, minimum peak intensity, minimum

125

distance between peaks, peak symmetry and binned pattern sizes. The indexing result also

126

depends on how many bands are chosen to be included in the indexing routine. However,

127

the optimal value depends, in turn, on the software used in the routine. Different strategies

128

include the use of band orientation, width and intensity. The latter is applied only for the

129

selection of the extent of the use of the hkl’s in the database required for indexing. Thus, the

130

information encoded in relative band intensities is discarded (Nolze and Winkelmann 2016).

131

The power of full data acquisition, storage, and the superiority of post-processing for noisy
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132

EBSD patterns, scanning electron microscope (SEM) images and chemical information (Tao

133

and Eades 2005; Payton and Nolze 2013; Wright et al. 2015a,b), as well as the superior

134

accuracy of the DI approach (Ram et al. n.d.) have previously been emphasized.

135

In this study, we propose an extension of an alternative indexing routine, the DI approach

136

(e.g. Chen et al. 2015), and evaluate the applicability of the method to overcome long-

137

standing difficulties and uncertainties using EBSD on material interface properties related

138

problematics. The here-presented results are obtained from data sets where all EBSPs are

139

saved. We analyzed two challenging samples to test the new DI routine. The first sample, a

140

nominally ‘dry’ residual eclogite Res2_16 (Rosenthal et al., 2014) contains a melt phase that

141

cannot by indexed by standard EBSD software’s. Res2_16 also contains clinopyroxene, a

142

mineral with monoclinic crystal structure, as well as garnet (cubic). The second sample is an

143

uncoated nominally ‘dry’ forsterite (Mg2SiO4) polycrystalline sample with a small average

144

grain size of about 6 µm. In the latter olivine sample, surface charging effects and applied

145

fast acquisition conditions to reduce the on-line machine time result in low pattern quality.

146

For data processing, either the Ametek® EDAX TSL OIM™ Analyses (7) EBSD-software

147

(hereafter: OIM) or the Oxford instruments HKL CHANNEL5 software (hereafter HKL) were

148

employed and compared to the DI approach applied to the same data sets. In both software

149

packages, OIM and HKL, all individual EBSD patterns are Hough-transformed. The Hough-

150

transform replots every pixel of an EBSP by the distance and angle of a vector pointing to this

151

pixel. High intensity peaks are subsequently indexed, using a database calculated from the

152

crystal structure and lattice parameters where the fitting includes angles between bands,

153

which are the angles between lattices planes. For a set of three bands and angles a crystal
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154

orientation can be determined; often several such triplets are used to obtain a more

155

unambiguous indexing.

156

In contrast, to obtain the standard Euler angle information using the DI method, all

157

experimental EBSPs are compared with a database (dictionary) of simulated EBSPs until a

158

best match is obtained. The EBSPs are simulated using a physics-based forward model

159

(Callahan and De Graef 2013) combined with a uniform sampling of orientation space (Roşca

160

and De Graef 2013; Singh and De Graef 2016). The procedure is explained in detail below.

161

Samples and Methods

162
163

The methods part is divided into three sections. First we introduce the two samples

164

investigated. Then we summarize the specific settings used for EBSP acquisition and indexing

165

using OIM and HKL systems, respectively. Finally, we outline the dictionary indexing (DI)

166

approach.

167

Sample Materials

168

Sample 1. The ‘dry’ (nominally anhydrous) residual bimineralic eclogite, containing sub-

169

/euhedral crystals of garnet up to 70 μm, tabular crystals of clinopyroxene up to ~30-40 μm,

170

and a melt fraction (Res2_16; Rosenthal et al. 2014).

171

This sample represents a residue, which suffered melt extraction of a ‘dry’ residual coesite-

172

bearing eclogite at 3 GPa and 1350°C on adiabatic ascent.

173

Garnet in our sample is a solid solution of mainly pyrope (Mg3Al2Si3O12; 52.6 mol.%),

174

almandine (Fe3Al2Si3O12; 29.6 mol.%), and grossular (Ca3Al2Si3O12; 17.8 mol.%) and contains

175

minor TiO2 (0.56 wt.%) and Na2O (0.20 wt.%). Clinopyroxene is a solid solution of jadeite
8
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176

(NaAlSi2O6; 22.6 mol.%), diopside-hedenbergite (CaMgSi2O6-CaFeSi2O6; 33.0 mol.%),

177

enstatite-ferrosilite (MgMgSi2O6-FeFeSi2O6; 21.8 mol.%), Ca-tschermaks (CaAlAlSiO6; 13.8

178

mol.%), Ca-eskolaite (Ca0.5AlSi2O6; 5.5 mol.%), and Al-buffonite (CaMg0.5Ti0.5AlSiO6; 3.3

179

mol.%). The quenched liquid (melt) is of basaltic-andesitic composition.

180

The experiment ran in an end-loaded Boyd-England half-inch (1.27 cm) piston-cylinder

181

apparatus at the Research School of Earth Sciences (RSES), Australian National University

182

(ANU) for 146 hours. Experimental and analytical procedures are outlined in Rosenthal et al.

183

(2014).

184

Sample 2. The forsterite sample was prepared using the vacuum sintering method of Koizumi

185

et al. (2010). The polycrystalline sample was synthesized from mineral powders with particle

186

sizes of < 100 nm. The source powders of high purity colloidal SiO2 and Mg(OH)2 were mixed

187

in a ball mill in highly pure ethanol solvent for about a day. This is followed by a calcination

188

step in an alumina tube furnace at 960°C under the flow of oxygen to remove the

189

decomposition products of H2O and CO2 efficiently. One of the most important points to

190

obtain these highly dense compacts is to use fully reacted nm-particle as reaction are

191

associated with volume changes that can disturb the densification. The calcined powders

192

were compacted to the desired shape and pressed at 200 MPa for 10 minutes. Sintering was

193

performed at vacuum of about 1* 10-3 Pa at temperature of 1380°C for 10 min. The final

194

dense polycrystalline sample contains less than 2 vol% of enstatite to buffer the silica

195

activity. The average grain size is about 6 µm.

196

EBPS acquisition and standard analysis using commercial EBSD software packages

197

EBSD of Sample 1. The EBSD patterns of the garnet-clinopyroxene-melt sample were
9
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198

acquired using a Zeiss Leo Gemini 1530 Schottky FE-SEM operated at an accelerating voltage

199

of 20 keV and a probe current of about 2.0 -2.5 nA (60 mm aperture and high current

200

option).

201

The specimen was placed at 15.2 mm working distance, which corresponds to a sample-

202

scintillator distance fitted by the DI algorithm of 14.828 mm. The scans were run at

203

0.3µm*0.3µm step size. The microscope is equipped with a NordlysS camera from Oxford

204

Instruments with a CCD resolution of 1344*1024*12bit. Acquisition was set to 0.152 seconds

205

per pattern and good pattern quality was obtained, while having a carbon coating of 4nm

206

thickness. Patterns were captured with 4*4 binning on the camera, with window averaging of

207

8, an averaged background for background subtraction, maximum camera gain, and no

208

image processing besides automated contrast enhancement (details are given in Oxford

209

Channel 5 User Manual). After binning, the pattern was further compressed by 50% into

210

“*.jpg” format. These further compressed images were analyzed using the DI routine.

211

Automated indexing routine and analyses were performed using HKL.

212

Garnet was indexed using the cubic symmetry Ia3d and lattice parameters of a=11.459 Å,

213

which may vary up to 11.87 Å related to substitution. Clinopyroxene was indexed using the

214

crystal parameters of diopside (CaMgSi2O6) in the monoclinic symmetry and lattice

215

parameters included in the HKL database, 𝑎 = 9.746 𝐴, 𝑏 = 8.990 𝐴, 𝑐 = 5.251𝐴 and

216

𝛼 = 90°, 𝛽 = 105.629°, 𝛾 = 90°. For the automated SEM-EBSD measurements, the

217

reliability of the indexing procedure is critical (Prior et al. 1999). The reference file consisted

218

of the 8 strongest reflections for garnet, the 15 strongest reflections for clinopyroxene and

219

no reference for the melt phase. The reflections were calculated from the scattering factors

10
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220

of the atoms using the kinematical diffraction theory. Even tHough-multiple scattering occurs

221

in the interaction volume of the electron beam with the bulk sample (dynamic diffraction),

222

the kinematical intensities of the reflections are approximately correct. In more than 56% of

223

the data points a good solution was found, the other 44% were not indexed. The criteria for

224

rejection of a solution were (1) if less than 5 reflection bands could be identified, where

225

three non-coaxial bands are considered sufficient to yield a unique solution; (2) if the mean

226

angular deviation of the calculated reflection bands in Hough-space was larger than 1.3°. One

227

source of problems arising from the indexing algorithm is a low indexing success rate across

228

boundaries. This is caused by the overlapping diffraction patterns from two crystals at grain

229

boundaries and results in a low confidence index and ultimately no solution. To obtain maps

230

with 100% indexed data points, post processing would be required to assign grain boundary

231

data points to orientations that are identical to the orientations of the majority of its eight

232

neighbors, and thus one or the other grain. However, such cleaning of data is not

233

recommended in the presence of a melt phase, as the system has no way to distinguish

234

between different types of unindexed patterns. Thus, no post processing was performed.

235

Nevertheless, it might be possible to discriminate the phases based on the Band Contrast

236

map, where band contrast is lower in an amorphous region; band-free patterns can be

237

compared to a pattern resulting from the overlap of two (band-rich) patterns.

238

EBSD of sample 2. The EBSD patterns of the forsterite sample were acquired on a FEI Quanta

239

SEM at Carnegie Mellon University (Pittsburgh, PA, USA) using a probe current of 2 nA, 30 kV

240

acceleration voltage, and a step size of 0.2µm*0.2 µm. The microscope is equipped with a

241

DigiView 5 camera with 1395*1040*12 bit resolution and the EDAX/TSL OIM DC software

11
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242

(version 7.0; EDAX/ TSL, Draper, UT, USA). Patterns were captured with 4*4 binning on the

243

camera. A maximum camera gain, background removal but no image processing were

244

applied. The recorded patterns have a dimensionality of 61*61 pixels in .jpg format.

245

For enstatite we used orthorhombic symmetry Pbca and lattice parameters of

246

a = 18.241 𝐴, b = 8.83𝐴 𝑐 = 5.185 𝐴 . For forsterite, we assumed orthorhombic symmetry

247

Pbnm with the lattice parameters a = 4.761 𝐴, b = 10.225 𝐴 𝑐 = 5.994 𝐴 .

248

The general parameters were set to a binned pattern size of 120 pixels with a theta step size

249

of 1°, i.e. a Rho fraction of 80%. The Max Peak Count was set to 11, the minimum to 5. These

250

parameters were kept constant for all indexing runs.

251

To obtain crystal orientation maps, data were processed using OIM. First, the Kikuchi bands

252

utilized for orientation derivation were detected using the classical two-dimensional Hough-

253

transform-based algorithm. They were applied to images, which were subject to the

254

following image processing: background subtraction, median smoothing, dynamic

255

background division, and normalization of intensity histogram. We used a classic Hough-

256

convolution mask of 9*9. The minimum and maximum Hough-peak magnitudes were set to 5

257

and 19 respectively. Peak symmetry was set to 0.6, and 7 bands were chosen to index

258

forsterite, 25 for enstatite.

259
260

Dictionary indexing (DI) approach

261

The DI approach uses a set of pre-computed EBSD patterns (EBSPs), known as “the

262

dictionary,” to find a best matching pattern for each experimental EBSP (Park et al. 2013;

263

Chen et al. 2015). A schematic working procedure of the dictionary indexing process is

12
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264

illustrated in figure 1. To obtain simulated EBSPs as similar to the experimental EBSPs as

265

possible, a physics-based Generalized Forward Projector (GFP) (Callahan and De Graef 2013)

266

of the EBSD signal is employed. This EBSP generation process is combined with a geometrical

267

model of the detector system (including the pattern center coordinates, the detector pixel

268

size, and the distance between detector and sample), and a uniform sampling of the

269

orientation space SO(3); the resulting electron backscatter diffraction pattern is called the

270

master pattern, depicted in figure 2. This master pattern can be thought of as the back-

271

scattered electron (BSE) yield on a spherical surface for a hypothetical spherical sample with

272

an electron source at its center. SO(3) is the set of special orthonormal 3x3 matrices that

273

represent 3D orientations. The sampling approach is based on an equal-volume mapping

274

between a cubical grid, the “cubochoric space,” and the northern hemisphere of unit

275

quaternions, which is isomorphic with SO(3). The approach thus creates a uniform sample of

276

orientations that provide the pattern labels in the dictionary (Roşca et al. 2014). The spacing

277

of the sampling grid corresponds to an average angular step size; selecting a finer grid

278

reduces the angular step size in orientation space. The details of the sampling approach, as

279

well as applications to constant misorientation sampling, are described elsewhere (Singh and

280

De Graef 2016). The uniform orientation sample is obtained by creating a uniform cubical

281

grid, mapping all the grid points into Rodrigues space (Morawiec and Field 1996; Morawiec

282

2010; Roşca et al. 2014), and keeping only those points that fall inside the fundamental zone

283

(FZ) for the relevant crystal symmetry (one of the 3D rotational point groups).

284

For cubic symmetry (rotational point group 432) and N=100 sampling points (an average

285

angular step size of 1.4°) along the cubochoric semi-edge, a total of Nd=333,227 unique
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286

sampling points are found (e.g for garnet). For the monoclinic rotational point group 2

287

instead, the number of unique sampling points (orientations) at the same angular step size

288

increases to Nd=4,000,424, (e.g. for clinopyroxene). Similar considerations yield 2,000,037

289

sampling points for forsterite and enstatite.

290

The required input parameters for the creation of a pattern dictionary are: (1) the crystal

291

structure; (2) the microscope acceleration voltage and the sample tilt angle; (3) the detector

292

geometry parameters, including the detector tilt angle, the pattern center coordinates, and

293

the distance between the illuminated region on the sample and the scintillator screen; and

294

(4) a uniform orientation sampling grid with a step size of about 1.4° (i.e., N=100). Of these

295

input parameters only (1) is a true operator choice, the remainders are fixed as instrument

296

parameters or extracted in a fitting routine from one EBSP of the map center (Singh et al.

297

n.d.).

298

The dictionary patterns are then computed for the pattern size and geometric conditions

299

appropriate to the experimental EBSPs. In this study, we use the dot product between

300

patterns as the similarity metric. Because of the large number of dictionary patterns needed

301

for lower symmetry crystal structures (i.e., orthorhombic, monoclinic, and triclinic), it was

302

found to be more efficient to compute these dictionary patterns in real time during the

303

indexing run instead of pre-computing them and storing them on disk.

304

The master patterns for the crystal structures used in this study are shown in figure 2. On the

305

top row of figure 2, the master patterns for forsterite, garnet and enstatite are shown as

306

stereographic projections. In all projections, the crystallographic a-axis points horizontally

307

towards the right, and the reciprocal c*-axis is normal to the plane of the projection. In the
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308

bottom row of figure 2, two projections are shown for clinopyroxene: the northern

309

hemisphere projection on the left and the southern hemisphere on the right. These master

310

patterns are sampled using bi-linear interpolation during the computation of the dictionary

311

EBSD patterns.

312

Pattern matching is carried out using a dot-product approach. As an example, consider the

313

dot-product between two 4-D vectors with components v = (23,18,5,31) and w =

314

(24,16,6,30): the dot-product can be defined as:

315

𝒗. 𝒘 = 𝒗 𝒘 cos 𝜃𝒗𝒘 ,

316

where vertical bars indicate the vector norm, and 𝜃𝒗𝒘 is the angle between the two vectors.

317

This relation can be rewritten by introducing normalized vectors,

318

cos 𝜃𝒗𝒘 = 𝒗. 𝒘,

319

where the hat indicates a unit length vector. With 𝒗 = (0.5363,0.4197,0.1166,0.7223) and 𝒘

320

= (0.5708,0.3805,0.1427,0.7135), we obtain 𝒗. 𝒘 =0.9983, so that 𝜃𝒗𝒘 = 3.38°. Using a third

321

vector u = (18,21,11,25), it is easy to show that 𝜃𝒗𝒖 = 13.34° and 𝜃𝒘𝒖 = 14.27°. From the

322

magnitude of the angle we can see that the vectors v and w are similar, whereas the pairs v-

323

u and w-u are dissimilar, assuming we define similarity in terms of an angular threshold of 5°.

324

If we instead employed a threshold of 15°, all three vectors would be considered to be

325

similar. In the DI approach, the same type of analysis is applied to the experimental and

326

simulated EBSPs. The angular threshold of the DI routine is the same as the angular

327

resolution of the simulations. Each EBSP, with number of pixels in x and y direction Nx by Ny,

328

is reorganized as a column vector of NxNy elements containing the grayscale values of the

329

EBSP and normalized to unit length. This reformatting is performed for all Ne experimental
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330

patterns and Nd dictionary patterns. Representing the experimental patterns by the vectors

331

𝒗! with 1 ≤ 𝑗 ≤ 𝑁! and the dictionary patterns by 𝒘! with 1 ≤ 𝑘 ≤ 𝑁! , the dictionary

332

indexing approach then involves the computation of all dot products 𝒗! . 𝒘! and, for each j,

333

ranking of the Nd products from largest to smallest. For a given experimental pattern j, the k-

334

value for which the dot-product is largest (i.e., the smallest angle between the two vectors)

335

represents the dictionary pattern that is most similar to this experimental pattern j. Since

336

each dictionary pattern corresponds to an orientation from the uniform sample of

337

orientations, determination of the highest dot-product (or the smallest angle 𝜃!" ) for a given

338

j is equivalent to indexing the experimental pattern j. The fit quality (CI in OIM), in terms of

339

the highest dot product value drops after the best match and decreases drastically when a

340

mismatch of more than few degree is reached. These disorientations obtained from different

341

dot-product fits are evaluated in figure 3. We match one experimental EBSP with all

342

simulated EBSPs and plot them ordered according to decreasing dot-product. The best match

343

has the minimal disorientation that is maximally the resolution of the simulated dictionary,

344

then the second best match is plotted and the disorientation between simulated pattern one

345

and two is the disorientation displayed on the abscissa. Furthermore the average dot product

346

values are displayed directly as a 2D map in figure 4a, and figure 5f.

347

The indexing accuracy in commercial OIM systems is described using the confidence index

348

(CI), which is defined in terms of the number of Kikuchi bands that can be reproduced by

349

different matching solutions. In the OIM analysis software, for example, one orientation

350

solution is derived from three intersecting Kikuchi bands. Typically more than three bands

351

are found and all possible combinations of band triplets receive a vote. The orientation with
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352

the most votes is chosen as the solution. The CI is then defined as the difference in votes

353

received by the highest and second highest-ranking solutions (V1 and V2 respectively)

354

divided by the number of total possible votes, 𝑉!"#$% :
𝐶𝐼 =

(𝑉! − 𝑉! )
𝑉!"#$%

355

Low CI data are typical for very poor pattern quality, e.g. containing many scratches or grain

356

boundaries where patterns of two adjacent grains overlap. Also, a value of CI = 0 does not

357

necessarily indicate incorrect indexing (technical note from EBSD). Finally, contrary to the

358

highest dot product value in the DI approach, the CI is not an absolute measure as it depends

359

on how many bands were chosen by the operator to be included in the indexing routine.

360

In HKL, the mean angular deviation (MAD) is used to express the reliability of indexing, where

361

an average angular misfit between the detected and indexed Kikuchi bands is given. The

362

highest dot product value of the DI approach is thus more similar to MAD then to CI.

363

It should be noted that in the DI approach there is no analysis of any of the features present

364

in the EBSPs, such as the background intensity profile and the Kikuchi bands. In contrast to

365

the more commonly used Hough-space analysis, the DI routine weights all pattern pixels

366

equally and no portion of the pattern is discarded. In the bottom row of figure 4e we display

367

representative experimental electron backscatter patterns chosen arbitrarily from the set of

368

saved patterns.

369

In some cases, it is found to be useful to process the EBSD patterns to enhance contrast. Any

370

processing steps were performed on both the experimental patterns and the simulated

371

dictionary patterns to avoid the introduction of artifacts in one set that would complicate the

372

matching process. The processing carried out on all of the patterns used for this paper
17
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373

consists of a single step using an adaptive histogram equalization (AHE) filter (Pizer 1987),

374

which spreads the intensities in the pattern histogram to cover the available range of [0,255]

375

more evenly. As a result, the pattern contrast is significantly enhanced, as apparent when

376

comparing the patterns inserted in figure 4b. The red curve represents the frequency of

377

specific gray values before applying the AHE filter; the blue curve shows the filtered data. The

378

AHE filter is then followed by pattern normalization to generate vectors of unit length, which

379

are subsequently used in the dot-product computation.

380

In addition to the dot-product computations between experimental and simulated patterns

381

(referred to as “pattern indexing” hereafter), there are several other dot-product based

382

operations that can provide valuable information about the sample as well as the quality of

383

the indexing results. We will describe some of them in the following and compare the

384

derived information with similar information provided by standard software solutions.

385

Examples of each of these maps will be presented below (see “Results”).

386

Average Dot Product (ADP) Map. Consider an experimental region of interest (ROI) with Mx

387

by My sampling points and a sampling step size D; we will label a sampling point by its row

388

and column indices, r and c, respectively, in the ROI. After application of the AHE filter and

389

pattern normalization, one can generate an average dot-product (ADP) map by computing

390

the average dot-product value, αr,c, for each pattern with its four nearest neighbor patterns

391

as follows:

392

!

𝛼!,! = (𝒗!,! . 𝒗!!!,! + 𝒗!,! . 𝒗!!!,! + 𝒗!,! . 𝒗!,!!! + 𝒗!,! . 𝒗!,!!! ).
!

393

For patterns at the ROI edges and corners, the number of contributing dot products will be

394

equal to 3 and 2, respectively. A 2-D map of the ar,c values then displays how similar each
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395

sampled pixel location is to its nearest neighbors. For pixels on or near a grain or phase

396

boundary, for instance, the average dot-product will in general be lower than for pixels inside

397

a grain. This results from the fact that the orientation of neighboring grains is different,

398

which leads to changes in the EBSP upon crossing the boundary (figure 4b, c, d, figure 5h,

399

figure 6d, figure 7d). The ADP is therefore related to indexing quality and can be calculated

400

for every pixel from the stored EBSPs. A measure similar to the average dot product in

401

conventional Hough-based indexing is the kernel average misorientation map (KAM), where

402

each pixel has a value equal to the average disorientation of this pixel with respect to its

403

neighbors. The ADP-map is compared to the KAM-map in figure 5 b, e, h. This will highlight

404

grain and phase boundaries, i.e. similar to KAM maps obtained in OIM analyses. However,

405

grain boundaries appear black in the ADP map which highlights similarity, and white in the

406

map KAM which highlights dissimilar orientations (figure 5 b,e,h).

407

Orientation Similarity Map. Since the DI approach returns a ranked list of dot products

408

between an individual experimental pattern and all of the dictionary patterns, one can store

409

not only the best match (highest dot-product) value, as in the highest DP-map (figure 5f), but

410

also a series of near-matches. For each sampling point, we consider the list of M near-

411

matches (M is typically 20 or 30), and compare this list to the corresponding lists of the four

412

nearest neighbors of the sampling point. If we write the ordered list of near-matches for a

413

given point (r,c) as a set Sr,c, then we can define the near-match similarity index, η!,! , as the

414

average value of the cardinalities (#) of the intersections with the neighboring sets:
η!,! =

415

1
#(𝑆!,! ∩ 𝑆!!!,! ) + #(𝑆!,! ∩ 𝑆!!!,! ) + #(𝑆!,! ∩ 𝑆!,!!! ) + #(𝑆!,! ∩ 𝑆!,!!! ) .
4

Plotting this index as a function of the sampling point location then results in the orientation
19
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416

similarity (OS) map, as displayed in figure 5g and 5i, where it compares to the CI map

417

displayed in figure 5c. Near a grain or phase boundary, neighboring sets will be more

418

different than in the grain interior, so that the OS map shows grain and phase boundaries

419

too.

420
421

The Image Quality (IQ) parameter used in standard software solutions essentially refers to

422

how easily the Kikuchi bands can be detected by the Hough-transform approach.

423

In the OIM software package, IQ is defined as the average height of the detected peaks in the

424

Hough-transforms multiplied by 5, this is plotted in figure 5a. The quality of diffraction

425

patterns is dependent on the strain in the diffraction volume of material, the phase of the

426

material, the presence of impurities, camera parameters, vacuum, and coating conditions

427

among other factors. Thus IQ is not an absolute measure of the quality of a pattern (adapted

428

from the EDAX manual of OIM TSL version 7.2).

429

Since the DI approach does not focus on detecting individual bands, an alternative definition

430

of the image (or pattern) quality is needed. In the present work, we chose to employ the

431

“pattern sharpness” Q parameter defined by Lassen (Krieger Lassen et al. 1994). The pattern

432

sharpness is given by:

433

𝑄 =1−

434

where

!
!!"# !!"!

,

!
!

!
!

𝑤 ℎ, 𝑘 𝒒 ! ;

𝐽=
!!!

!
!
!!!
!
!
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𝐽!"# =

1
𝑁!

!
!

!
!

𝒒 !;
!!!

!/!

!
!
!!!
!
!
!/!

𝑤!"! =

𝑤 ℎ, 𝑘 .
!!!!/! !!!!/!

435

The function w(h,k) is the power spectrum of the experimental EBSD pattern, and the vectors

436

q are the frequency vectors with components (h,k). The sharper the Kikuchi bands, the higher

437

the high-frequency content of the power spectrum and, therefore, the closer Q will be to

438

unity. The sharpness parameter makes it possible to compare EBSD patterns from different

439

grains or phases on a uniform scale that does not depend on the number of Kikuchi bands in

440

the pattern. An example Q map for forsterite is displayed in figure 5d; the values range from

441

0.40 (black) to 0.48 (white).

442

Note that the only operator choice using the DI method is the choice of used phases, which

443

also includes the atom positions of the asymmetric unit and the crystal class. Using a

444

representative EBSP the imaging parameters are refined. The latter yield the pattern center

445

coordinates and the sample-scintillator distance. The resulting pattern orientations can then

446

be analyzed using the conventional techniques in commercial software such as OIM or HKL;

447

or using the freely available matlab tool box MTex (Bachmann et al. 2010).

448
449

Results

450

Sample 1. Figure 3 displays the average dot product for the top fifty matches for each

451

sampling point of the partially molten residual eclogite averaged over the complete data set
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452

as a function of the disorientation angle between the top match and the lower matches for

453

both the garnet (red) and clinopyroxene (blue) phases. The orientation for which the highest

454

dot product occurs is used as the orientation assigned to the experimental pattern. The next

455

nearest matches all have lower dot products and correspond to a gradually increasing

456

disorientation with respect to the best match pattern. For disorientations larger than about

457

10°, the dot product values level out and oscillate around a background value.

458

The histograms in Figure 4b correspond to the raw EBSD pattern (top inset and nearly

459

Gaussian curve), and the EBSD pattern after adaptive histogram equalization (bottom inset

460

and nearly flat curve). The equalization filter enhances the contrast in the patterns, and is

461

applied to both experimental and dictionary patterns before computation of the dot

462

products. Figure 4a & c illustrate the average dot product (ADP) map before and after

463

equalization. Individual grains in Figure 4a indicate contrast differences as a result of electron

464

channeling in different crystal orientations. The brightest regions correspond to the melt

465

phase. In figure 4c instead, the main contrast differences are produced by the different

466

phases. That is, the order of decreasing ‘brightness’ in Fig. 4c is clinopyroxene > garnet >

467

melt. In Figure 4d an area of a garnet grain next to a melt pool is encircled. The slight

468

variations in the gray level are caused by the amorphous melt pattern superimposing a

469

weaker pattern of a garnet. This visualizes the third dimension captured by the interaction

470

volume of the electron beam within the sample interior.

471

A raw EBSD phase map collected using the HKL system is displayed in figure 6a. In the

472

presence of melt at the interfaces, data cleanup is not recommended. Figure 6e shows the

473

phase map derived using the four individual highest dot product maps displayed in figure 6
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474

f,g,h,i for clinopyroxene, garnet, melt pools and garnet-clinopyroxene phase boundaries,

475

respectively. The joint histogram in figure 6b shows the dot product values for the best fit for

476

clinopyroxene and garnet; there are 250,000 points in this scatter plot. The two dominant

477

clusters correspond to high dot products obtained using the garnet dictionary and the

478

clinopyroxene dictionary, the smaller cluster to the lower left corresponds to EBSD patterns

479

that have a poor match against both dictionaries; those points are assigned to the melt

480

phase. Points above the diagonal of the joint histogram have a larger best match with

481

respect to garnet and are hence assigned to the garnet phase (red) in the phase map (figure

482

6e). The remaining points have a larger best match for clinopyroxe and are represented in

483

blue in the phase map. The curves along the horizontal and vertical axes in the joint

484

histogram represent the projections of the histogram onto the clinopyroxene and garnet

485

axes. Note that the clinopyroxene and garnet point clouds consist of overlapping blobs that

486

correspond to the individual grains in the microstructure. Overlap patterns obtained near

487

grain boundaries typically correspond to points in between the three major clusters of the

488

joint histogram. The color map in Figure 6e is obtained by merging f-i together with different

489

color values. The polar representation of the joint histogram in figure 6c provides a better

490

separation between the clinopyroxene and garnet phases and the melt phase, and was used

491

to obtain the binary maps in panels 6f tHough-6i. The lines limiting the fields between the

492

three phases were chosen at the local point density minimum, and for the clinopyroxene

493

garnet mixed patterns attributed a width of 0.5 rad of the polar angle.

494
495
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496

Sample 2. The EBSD raw data of sample 2 were indexed with the OIM software (upper row in

497

figure 7), and using the DI routine (lower row in figure 7). Representative electron

498

backscatter patterns are displayed in figure 7 in the bottom row. The results are visualized

499

using the inverse pole figure (IPF) color scheme of OIM. The OIM data reveal more random

500

orientation pixels mainly along grain boundaries relative to other areas of the sample. In

501

contrast, the DI method returns grains that are all well delineated, and only a few grain

502

boundary points are indexing randomly (figure 7a versus c).

503

To obtain grain boundary trace/segment information, and thus the orientation of the

504

adjacent crystals, their disorientation and the best trace of orientation of the grain boundary

505

plane intersecting with the sample surface, the data sets must be free of any randomly

506

indexed pixels. This is however not a requirement if the user is only interested in simply

507

obtaining misorientation data, as there only the Euler angles of the adjacent grains are

508

necessary. Thus, the OIM data must undergo a cleanup procedure as described above (see

509

“Methods”). The raw data and cleaned data are presented in figures 7a,b respectively. The

510

spotted grains in figure 7a are indicative of the indexing ambiguities inherent to the OIM

511

analysis. In figure 7b, grain boundary segments, highlighted in white, can subsequently be

512

analyzed for twinning and disorientations between grains. To extract the same information

513

using the DI method, the grain boundaries are delineated using the ADP-map, shown in

514

figure 7d.

515

The noisy appearance of the phase map obtained using OIM in Figure 7a,b is a result of

516

incorrectly indexed (or un-indexed) patterns. However, using the DI approach in Figure 7c,d,

517

as there is always a largest dot product, no un-indexed points are observed. The need for a
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518

post-indexing cleanup step is therefore removed. To evaluate the reliability of the DI routine,

519

and the conventional Hough-space based indexing, we compare the extracted disorientation

520

distributions with the expected random disorientation distribution calculated for

521

orthorhombic symmetry (Fig. 8). The disorientation distribution obtained from the DI map

522

agrees perfectly well with the calculated random distribution, considering the limited

523

number of grains analyzed. In contrast, the indexing routine using the OIM routine results in

524

a high fraction of 60°[100] pseudo-symmetry related neighboring sampling points (compare

525

Fig. 8b and Fig. 8c).

526
527

Discussion

528

This study investigates the potential of the DI approach, which allows for the indexing of

529

every EBSD pattern with an absolute value of confidence. If patterns from one phase receive

530

low dot product values during the first DI run, dictionaries for additional phases can be

531

calculated until all EBSD patterns can be assigned to a phase. The fact that there is always a

532

best match means that no patterns go unindexed, not even the overlap patterns near grain

533

boundaries for which the list of near matches contains the two different orientations on each

534

side of the grain boundary. The potential of developing unsupervised decision trees to

535

differentiate different pattern types, such as shifted background, as a result of a pore, noise

536

background, overlapping pattern at grain boundaries or grain interiors has been shown in

537

Chen et al. (2015) and is thus not repeated here. Note however, that unambiguous indexing

538

at interfaces or in relation with pseudo-symmetry is a clear advantage of the DI approach,

539

and this superiority becomes evident when evaluating the maps of figure 7 by displaying
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540

their disorientation between grains and between OIM and DI maps displayed in figure 8. The

541

DI approach uses information from every pixel of an EBSP with equal weight; this is in strong

542

contrast to Hough-transform based methods, where only some peaks in Hough-space are

543

used for indexing. The Hough-transform based methods therefore, in principle, disregard

544

most of the information contained in weak Kikuchi bands or information contained in the

545

local absence of Kikuchi-bands. Consequently we identify the approach of using all

546

information of an EBSP equally as the source of success of the DI indexing technique.

547

The usage of all EBSP pixels equally is in our opinion also the cause for successful treatment

548

of overlapping patterns, for example at grain boundaries. Recently, Wright et al. (2015)

549

reported very powerful indexing results using neighbor pattern averaging with a re-indexing

550

(NPAR) post processing routine, which results in large indexing improvement. Nevertheless,

551

Wright et al. (2015) conclude: ”The two methods produce comparable results except for the

552

presence of more mis-indexed points at the grain boundaries in the NPAR data than in the

553

dictionary data”. We think that additionally it should be noted that NPAR is intrinsically

554

smoothing local information over several pixels at the expense of a decreased spatial

555

resolution, which is not the case for the DI approach. The strength of the DI approach in

556

comparison is therefore that it retains local information, such as small in-grain

557

misorientations, twin-lamellae or grain boundaries and interfaces with high accuracy and

558

precision, even at high noise levels. The DI routine results in maps in which all patterns are

559

indexed and attributed with an absolute error of indexing. Despite the fact that the resulting

560

maps of the DI approach have no data “holes”, this does not necessarily mean that all

561

patterns have been positively identified, for example in the case where the actual phase was
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562

not included in the matching procedure. The calculation of absolute errors is an important

563

innovation as it immediately indicates the necessity for reanalysis.

564

The DI approach leads to several improvements over the currently available standard

565

software solutions: (i) As the original data are saved, patterns and results can be reviewed

566

and revised at any time; (ii) indexing will always return a highest dot product, which allows

567

for an easy assessment on indexing quality and whether or not additional phases must be

568

considered. This is because the dot product value is normalized to the interval [-1,1], so that

569

the highest dot product also represents the confidence index. (iii) Absolute errors on the data

570

interpretation are ensured as the mean least square error on every indexing result is

571

obtained. (iv) Assumptions regarding the presence of pseudo-symmetries are obsolete for

572

the systems investigated (Figure 7). (v) No data interpolations in the form of clean-up

573

procedures with intrinsic assumptions are required. While this is uniquely great for the DI

574

approach, recent developments show how pure data interpolation can be overcome by using

575

EBSD pattern post-processing in OIM, where, in case of low pattern quality, the EBSPs at a

576

given point are averaged with the patterns of the neighboring points (Wright et al. 2015). For

577

the latter is must be noted that small variations in orientation are smeared out over several

578

pixels. (vi) As the entire original EBSD patterns are routinely saved, additional information

579

can be extracted. For example gray level distributions in the electron backscatter pattern are

580

influenced by the chemical composition of the sample. At high backscattering angles the

581

intensity of the Kikuchi lines increases with increasing mean atomic number. Therefore, maps

582

similar to BSE images can be calculated, by considering only those rows of an experimental

583

EBSP sensitive to chemical composition (in most setups the upper rows of an EBSP). Similar
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584

approaches have also been included in the OIM software recently, where gray values of

585

various predefined regions of an EBSP are summed and displayed as a grayscale intensity

586

map (Wright et al. 2015).

587

The drawbacks of the DI method as compared to standard software solutions are: (i) The

588

relatively long dictionary computing time, which can amount to several days for low

589

symmetry crystal structures, depending on the number of experimental patterns to be

590

indexed. This limitation can be reduced by accelerating these computations on computer

591

clusters, by means of GPUs (graphical processing units), high-performance computers, or

592

shared memory platforms. . The current implementation of the DI approach uses both the

593

GPU platform using OpenCL as well as the shared memory architecture using OpenMP to

594

speed up the computations. An additional simplification which gives equivalent results

595

involves calculating the binned pattern directly using the correct values of scaled pattern

596

centers, sometimes referred to as x-star and y-star but assuming that the ``apparent”

597

physical detector pixel size is binning*δ, where δ is the true physical detector size. This

598

typically reduces the pattern computation time by an order of magnitude for 4x or 8x binned

599

patterns. It has been shown in Ram et al. (n.d.) that the accuracy of the indexing remains

600

unaffected even for an EBSPs which are 25x25 pixels. Use of highly binned patterns together

601

with using the apparent physical detector pixel size gives us another avenue for improving

602

the indexing rate of the DI approach without compromising with the quality of the final

603

results. (ii) The need to save all patterns for subsequent indexing; while disk space is

604

relatively inexpensive, managing large numbers of pattern files can become problematic;

605

furthermore, the DI method is memory intensive, especially as the commercial indexing
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606

systems are not designed to save the patterns in compressed image formats and to transfer

607

the data quickly to memory. Nevertheless, this situation is quickly improving with the

608

incorporation of new data formats (e.g. .pat and .hdf5). Final orientation data can be further

609

analyzed using the commercial software such as OIM or HKL, or using the freely available

610

matlab tool box MTex (Bachmann et al. 2010), which allow for the calculation of

611

geometrically necessary dislocations, misorientations or specific twin-boundaries. Note that

612

the concept of determining GND is still debated and Zisman (2016) suggested an alternative

613

approach which would indeed allow determining GND from our data, especially with a DI-

614

calculated for higher angular precision.

615

We point out that, while collecting EBSPs with short acquisition times and small data sizes is

616

ideal for the comparison of different indexing routines – these parameters are neither the

617

optimal acquisition parameters for Hough-based indexing nor for the DI approach.

618

Finally, we summarize the discussion analogous to Tao and Eades (2005), who discuss the

619

problems attributed to Hough-transform based EBSD processing and mapping and comment:

620

““Saving all of the data” seems a cure for everybody and everything” at least in EBSD-based

621

research.

622

Implications

623

The importance of high quality EBSD indexing for the analysis of interface characteristics of

624

polycrystalline and multiphase rock/material samples: Rocks consist of crystal grains

625

separated by phase and grain boundaries, generally interfaces. Their presence impacts the

626

bulk rock properties such as diffusivity, electrical conductivity, deformation (sliding), or

627

reactivity. Furthermore, the presence and distribution of melt fractions in the interfacial
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628

network of rocks/materials strongly impact the bulk rock physical and chemical properties

629

(McKenzie 1989; Watson and Lupulescu 1993; Faul 1997; Schäfer and Foley 2002; Garapic et

630

al. 2013). The wettability of specific interfaces and thus, as a function of interface energy

631

may control melt extraction and percolation (Bagdassarov et al. 2000; Faul 2000). Here, we

632

demonstrate that spatially high resolved EBSD data obtained by the DI routine help to

633

minimize the individual bias of the extent of wettability by a quantitative evaluation of melt

634

distribution. Acquired EBSD data are also suited to determine whether or not melt fractions

635

are mobile, able to segregate and to be extracted from its host rock at upper mantle

636

conditions, provided high-spatial resolution EBSD data are available.

637

Grain boundary properties and structure relations are best revealed when examining grain

638

boundary plane orientation distributions (GBPD) and thus, internal surfaces (Saylor et al.

639

2003; Rohrer et al. 2004; Papillon et al. 2009; Marquardt et al. 2015). Coincident site lattice

640

(CSL) grain boundaries and grain misorientations instead are of negligible importance in

641

comparison (Randle 2002; Rohrer 2007). The grain boundary plane distribution is obtained by

642

using a stereological approach based on 2-D EBSD data (Saylor et al. 2004a). The

643

characterization of grain boundaries using EBSD data is however ultimately limited by the

644

indexing quality and clean up procedures of the EBSD data (Rohrer et al. 2004) as well as the

645

character and conditions of the grain boundaries (i.e. such as wet or dry). Pseudo-symmetric

646

indexing as required for forsterite may introduce grain boundary planes into a data set, or

647

even remove those if artificially cleaned. As quantified in this study, the pseudo-symmetric

648

relation of 60° misorientations around the common 100 direction is caused in the case for

649

olivine by the nearly hexagonal closed packed oxygen sub-lattice (Poirier 1975).
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650

This study demonstrates that correct indexing at interfaces is crucial for interface distribution

651

studies and that indexing melt using EBSD will help to understand melt distribution in

652

partially molten rocks. Similarly, the investigation of grain boundary characteristics requires

653

high accuracy (and preferably precision) of indexing.

654

The DI approach overcomes long standing difficulties to index patterns of low quality,

655

including patterns affected by sample surface charging, low indexing rates, as well as

656

difficulties arising from pseudo-symmetric indexing. Therefore, we are convinced that future

657

EBSD-based work will greatly benefit from the DI approach. Examples for such are in

658

particular (i) the characterization of melt distribution in partially molten rocks, (ii) grain

659

boundary character distribution where minerals are affected by mis-indexing problems (e.g.

660

caused by pseudo-symmetry), and (iii) indexing of low-quality EBSD patterns (e.g. caused by

661

insufficiently polished surfaces of minerals/rocks/ materials).

662

The direct characterization of the melt distribution by the DI method would help to better

663

understand recent experimental studies on pre-melting at low-angle grain boundaries

664

(Levine et al. 2016).

665
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860

Figure captions

861
862

Figure 1. Schematic of the dictionary indexing process. A Generalized Forward Projector

863

(GFP) model for EBSD (light blue box) is combined with a realistic detector and noise model

864

(yellow box) and a uniform sampling of orientation space (orange) to generate a pattern

865

dictionary (dark blue box), which consists of parts of the master pattern depicted in figure 2.

866

The experimental patterns (pink box) are then compared with the dictionary patterns using a

867

pattern matching engine (green box), in this case a simple dot product comparison. The

868

result is a set of indexed EBSD patterns (bottom green-filled box) which can then be analyzed

869

similar to standard EBSD data, e.g. using commercial software or MTex.

870
871

Figure 2. EBSD master patterns for (top row) forsterite, garnet, and enstatite, and (bottom

872

row) clinopyroxene; all patterns are represented as stereographic projections, with the

873

crystallographic a-axis oriented horizontally towards the right and the reciprocal c*-axis

874

normal to the projection plane. The projections for clinopyroxene show both the northern

875

(left) and southern (right) hemispheres; for the other structures, the two hemispheres have

876

identical projections.

877
878

Figure 3. Graph showing the dot product values obtained by multiplying an experimental

879

EBSP with the dictionary pattern versus the disorientation between the experimental EBSP

880

and the simulated EBSP. The indexing routine in the dictionary approach is based on a

881

ranking of similarity between experimental EBSP and simulated EBSP using computed dot
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882

products 𝒗! . 𝒘! , where the experimental patterns are given by the vectors 𝒗! with 1 ≤ 𝑗 ≤

883

𝑁! and the dictionary patterns by 𝒘! with 1 ≤ 𝑘 ≤ 𝑁! . The largest dot product value

884

represents the highest similarity between experiment and simulation; plotted is the ranking

885

from large to small of each j’s top 15 products or more. In green this is displayed for low

886

quality EBSP of forsterite; in blue for high quality EBSP of clinopyroxene and in red for garnet.

887

The assumption for the disorientation scale is that the dictionary finds the correct

888

misorientation.

889
890

Figure 4. Illustration of image processing prior to nearest neighbor similarity map calculation.

891

(a) Average dot-product (ADP) map for the raw background subtracted patterns, and b)

892

shows a histogram (red) for a background-subtracted EBSP outlined in red, along with the

893

EBSP and histogram after adaptive histogram equalization in blue and outlined in blue. (d)

894

ADP map after applying adaptive histogram equalization before calculating the average dot-

895

products. (d) Magnified region from (c), with an interesting region where backscatter

896

information of crystal and melt overlap. The lowest row, e) displays exemplary raw EBSPs.

897
898

Figure 5. Comparison of common measures of OIM and the DI-approach. In the first row

899

some measures of OIM are displayed. Pattern quality, judged by how easy Kikuchi bands can

900

be detected, a) OIM IQ-map; disorientation between indexed pattern b) OIM KAM-map; and

901

the confidence index, c) OIM CI-map. In the second row comparable measures used in the DI-

902

approach. d) EBSP image quality expressed through the Q parameter, e) inverse average dot

903

product ADP-map, f) highest dot product, g) KAM map obtained by using the average
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904

orientation for the 20 highest dot products (20HDP), with a misorientation maximum of 10°.

905

h) ADP-map. i) orientation similarity map, OS-map.

906
907

Figure 6. Phase identification using different indexing routines. a) indexing using Hough-

908

transform based indexing in HKL, the map was acquired next to the map displayed in

909

d,e,f,g,h,I, using the same settings as for the later. 44% of pixels stay without a solution. Post

910

processing is largely prevented by the presence of the melt phase. b) Indexing by means of

911

DI. The dot product values of garnet and clinopyroxene are plotted versus each other. c) Plot

912

of the polar distance versus the polar angle determined using the DI approach. The three

913

phases can be clearly separated. d) average dot product map obtained from DI indexing.

914

Grain, phase and twin boundaries are nicely delineated. e) Phase identification in a 2D map

915

representation using the differentiation obtained from b and c respectively. Blue: cpx; Red:

916

Garnet, Yellow: Amorphous (melt) phase and white: wetted Grt-Cpx phase boundaries. f-i)

917

Dictionary indexing confidence index map (DI CI). Light colors correspond to high dot-

918

products, dark are low (i.e., poor or no pattern matches); the dot product for experimental

919

images vs. the cpx dictionary is displayed in f. g) Garnet DI CI, h) Melt pools DI CI, i) Grt-Cpx-

920

phase boundaries.

921
922

Figure 7. Comparison of OIM indexing (upper row) and data fitting using the dictionary

923

approach (lower row). In both examples the EBSP were indexed with forsterite being the only

924

phase. Representative EBSPs are depicted in the third row. a) OIM indexing, raw data, on the

925

left an enlargement of the data is shown. b) Cleaned OIM data set, highlighting the grain

926

boundaries in white. c) Same data set as in a, but indexed using the dictionary approach,
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927

note the absence of randomly -indexed pixels in the data set and the consistency of indexing

928

across grain boundaries and in the crystal interior; examples are encircled in the enlargement

929

of a and c. d) Grain boundaries highlighted (dark) using the dictionary data. Displayed is the

930

average dot product map (ADP) that shows average dot product value for each pixel the of

931

the EBSD pattern with its four nearest neighbors. In the third row (e) the color legend and

932

typical EBSD patterns are displayed. The blow-ups of the panels a,b,c, and d are on the left

933

and right hand side of the respective pannels.

934
935

Figure 8: Disorientation distribution plots resulting from the different analyses approaches,

936

a) OIM raw indexing (red) and OIM after pseudo-symmetry correction (blue); b) dictionary

937

approach raw data (green), no second graph is displayed as no corrections apply to the

938

dictionary; c) discrepancy in indexing between DI and OIM displayed as disorientation

939

between the respectively indexed pixels. The disorientation between two pixels indexed

940

using the DI or Hough-transform based methods is minimal if the same or similar results are

941

obtained. Different indexing results of same pixels are related to pseudo-symmetric relations

942

as well as other issues such as the assignment of grain boundary pixels to one or the other

943

grain.

944
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